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ANTEVISÃO

THE TRANSFORMATIVE IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ON 
DENTISTRY: REVOLUTIONIZING SMILE DESIGN

This article examines the revolutionary impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on dentistry, focusing on the advancements brought by 3D imaging technologies like the Shining 3D 
Metismile 3D Face scanner. It highlights the transition from traditional 2D imaging to more accurate and comprehensive 3D scans, which significantly enhance diagnostic precision, 
treatment planning, and personalized patient care. Additionally, the article speculates on the future of AI in dentistry, including predictive analytics for preventive care, robotic assistance 
in procedures, and the integration of AI in dental education. Through this exploration, the potential of AI to transform dental practices and improve patient outcomes is underscored.

ABSTRACT

1.1 Introduction
The integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) into the 

field of dentistry represents one of the most significant 
technological advancements in recent history. This fusion 
of technology and healthcare has opened new frontiers in 
diagnostic precision, treatment efficiency, and personalized 
patient care. AI, with its ability to process and analyze vast 
amounts of data at speeds and accuracies unattainable by 
human capabilities, is set to redefine the standards of dental 
practice. This article delves into the profound impact of AI on 
dentistry. It highlights the innovative Shining 3D Metismile 
3D Face scanner, explores the superiority of 3D imaging 
over traditional 2D methods, and speculates on the future 
trajectory of AI in dentistry, envisioning a landscape where 
technology and healthcare converge to offer unprecedented 
levels of care.

1.2 Background to AI in Dentistry
The concept of AI, which dates back to the mid-20th cen-

tury, has evolved from simple computational algorithms 
to complex machine learning and deep learning models 
capable of performing tasks that typically require human 
intelligence. In dentistry, the application of AI was initially 
met with skepticism; however, the potential for improved 
diagnostic accuracy, treatment planning, and patient outco-
mes quickly became apparent. Today, AI in dentistry encom-
passes a wide range of applications, from image analysis 
and interpretation to predictive analytics for treatment out-
comes and the automation of routine tasks.

The journey of AI in dentistry began with the digitization 
of dental records and imaging. Digital X-rays and intraoral 
photographs provided the first datasets for AI algorithms 
to analyze. Early applications focused on automating the 
detection of common dental conditions, such as caries and 
periodontal disease, from these images. As AI technolo-
gy advanced, so did its applications in dentistry. Machine 
learning models, trained on vast datasets of dental images, 
began to outperform traditional diagnostic methods in both 
speed and accuracy.

The introduction of 3D imaging technologies marked a 
significant milestone in the application of AI in dentistry. 
3D Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) scans, 3D 
intraoral scans, and 3D facial scans provided multidimensio-

nal data that allowed for a more comprehensive analysis of 
dental and facial structures. AI algorithms were developed 
to interpret these complex datasets, offering insights that 
were previously unattainable with 2D imaging alone.

One of the most promising applications of AI in dentistry 
is in the field of orthodontics and smile design. The ability 
to accurately assess the dental and facial aesthetics of a 
patient, predict the outcomes of various treatment options, 
and design personalized treatment plans has transformed 
the practice of orthodontics. The Shining 3D Metismile 3D 
Face scanner represents the pinnacle of this technological 
evolution, embodying the integration of AI with advanced 
3D imaging to offer unparalleled precision in smile design.

2.1 The Shining 3D Metismile 3D Face 
Scanner: A Technological Marvel

The Shining 3D Metismile 3D Face scanner stands at the 
forefront of dental technology, offering a seamless inte-
gration of facial and intraoral scans. This device utilizes 
advanced AI algorithms to accurately merge 3D facial scans 
with intraoral scans, providing a comprehensive view of 
the patient’s dental and facial aesthetics. This capability is 
crucial for designing smiles that are not only aesthetically 
pleasing but also harmonious with the patient’s overall 
facial structure.

The scanner represents a significant leap from tradi-
tional dental imaging methods, which often relied on 2D 
photographs and manual measurements. The AI within the 
scanner automates the merging process, as seen in Figures 
1 and 2, ensuring precision and accuracy, thus laying a solid 
foundation for smile design and other dental procedures 
(Grippaudo et al., 2022).

2.2 Advantages of 3D Over 2D Imaging
The transition from 2D to 3D imaging in dentistry offers 

numerous advantages, particularly in the assessment of 
facial landmarks and aesthetics. Unlike 2D photographs, 
which can distort perspectives and details, 3D scans provide 
a lifelike, three-dimensional representation of the patient’s 
facial structure. This level of detail and accuracy is indispen-
sable for evaluating facial symmetry, proportions, and other 
aesthetic considerations crucial for successful smile design.

Furthermore, 3D imaging technology enables dental 
professionals to simulate various treatment outcomes, for 
example in Figure 3 where the 3D Face scan taken into exo-
cad smile creator allows patients to visualize their post-treat-
ment appearance. This not only aids in treatment planning 
but also enhances patient communication, understanding, 
and satisfaction (Gašparovi et al., 2023).

3.1 Deep Dive into 3D Imaging in 
Dentistry

The advent of 3D imaging technology in dentistry, particu-
larly through devices like the Shining 3D Metismile 3D Face 
scanner, has revolutionised the way dental professionals 
approach diagnosis, treatment planning, and patient care. 
This section explores the multifaceted advantages of 3D 
imaging over 2D imaging and its implications for the future 
of dental practice.

3.2 Enhanced Diagnostic Accuracy
3D imaging provides a comprehensive view of the dental 

and facial anatomy, offering details that are often missed in 
2D images. This depth of information is critical for accurate 
diagnoses, especially in complex cases involving the tempo-
romandibular joint (TMJ), impacted teeth, and subtle bone 
lesions. The precision of 3D imaging aids in identifying the 
exact location and extent of pathology, which is crucial for 
formulating effective treatment plans (Normando, 2014).

3.3 Improved Treatment Planning and 
Outcome Prediction

AI-enhanced 3D imaging allows for the simulation of 
treatment outcomes, enabling both the dentist and the 
patient to visualize the potential results of various treatment 
options. This predictive capability is particularly beneficial in 
orthodontics, implantology, and cosmetic dentistry, where 
aesthetic outcomes are paramount. By providing a virtual 
preview of the treatment outcome, 3D imaging facilitates 
informed decision-making and enhances patient satisfaction 
(Grippaudo et al., 2022).

 
3.4 Customised Patient Care

The integration of AI with 3D imaging technologies ena-
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bles the customisation of dental treatments to fit the unique 
anatomical and aesthetic needs of each patient. This perso-
nalised approach to dental care ensures that treatments are 
not only effective but also align with the patient’s expec-
tations and preferences. Customised patient care leads to 
better compliance, improved outcomes, and higher levels of 
patient satisfaction.

4.1 Discussion: The Future of AI in 
Dentistry

As we stand on the cusp of a new era in dentistry, propel-
led by advancements in AI and digital technologies, it is per-
tinent to speculate on the future directions of this integra-
tion. The potential of AI to further transform dental practice 
is vast, with implications for all aspects of dental care, from 
diagnosis and treatment planning to patient management 
and education.

4.2 Predictive Analytics for Preventive 
Dentistry

The future of dentistry lies in prevention rather than cure. 
AI’s ability to analyze large datasets can lead to the deve-
lopment of predictive models that identify patients at risk 
of developing dental diseases. By intervening early, dental 
professionals can prevent the progression of disease, redu-

cing the need for invasive treatments and improving overall 
oral health outcomes.

4.3 Robotic Assistance in Dental 
Procedures

The precision and efficiency of AI have paved the way 
for robotic assistance in dental procedures. Future develop-
ments may see robots performing routine dental procedures 
under the supervision of a dentist, enhancing treatment 
precision and reducing the margin for error. Robotic assis-
tance could revolutionize dental surgeries, making them less 
invasive and more predictable (Cai et al., 2020).

4.4 Enhancing Dental Education and 
Training

AI and 3D imaging technologies have the potential to 
transform dental education and training. Virtual reality (VR) 
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and augmented reality (AR) can provide immersive learning 
experiences, simulating real-life dental scenarios for stu-
dents. This hands-on approach to learning can improve the 
acquisition of clinical skills and prepare future dentists for 
the complexities of dental practice.

5.1 Conclusion
The integration of AI into restoratively driven dental 

planning, exemplified by the Shining 3D Metismile 3D Face 
scanner and the integration of the associated AI algorithms 
within smile design, represents a significant leap forward in 
the field. By enhancing diagnostic accuracy, enabling predic-
tive treatment planning, and offering personalized patient 
care, AI is setting new standards in dental practice. As we 
look to the future, the continued evolution of AI promises to 
further revolutionize dentistry, offering exciting possibilities 
for dental professionals and patients alike. n

Fig. 1. The AI within the Facescan software automatically outlines the lips. Fig. 2. Automatic AI teeth extraction to allow visualisation of the AI aligned scanned intra oral scan.

Fig. 3. The use of AI aligned Face and intra oral scans allows dynamic facial profiles during digital smile 
design.


